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I am Heather McCue, of Harmonic Software Production Studios.
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■ Lead FileMaker Developer
Harmonic Software Production Studios 

■ Began with FileMaker II in ’88
■ FileMaker Certified: 7…18

Winning Team Member, 2016 FileMaker Developer 
Challenge

■ Beyond the Office
■ Cake Decorator & Grandmother
■ Backgammon & Ruby
■ Amateur Bartender

Who am I?
Heather McCue

■My professional title is “Lead FileMaker Developer”

• for Dallas-based Claris Platinum Partner,  

>> Harmonic Software Production Studios, where I’m proud to be part of an amazing team of talent.  
Harmonic has been my home for the past 15 years,


■ But my journey as a developer actually began when I was introduced to Claris FileMaker II over three decades ago.

■ I am certified in FileMaker versions 7 thru 18, and


• I’m probably best known for my expertise in regulated environments like HIPAA, but  

• I also participated in the 2016 FileMaker Developer Challenge where I had the unexpected thrill and honor of being on the >> winning design team  

{and in describing why our entry was chosen, Delfina Daves specifically called out my JSON-driven charts}.

■When I’m not developing …


• I’m an avid cake decorator, and 

• Grandmother of seven.  

{ranging from Finn who’s about to turn 1, to Meg, a 20-year old senior at NC State}

■ I also enjoy playing backgammon in the round, and


• Collecting depression-era ruby …

■A perfect fit since we converted our living room into an Irish Pub.


• But long before any of my current interests … ■ >> I was a scout, and I remain a scout at heart, which is relevant to this session, because 
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Make new friends,  
but keep the old.

One is silver,  
and the other 
gold.

■ But long before any of my current interests … I was a scout, and I remain a scout at heart, which is relevant to this session, because

■As a scout I was taught to “Make new friends, but keep the old” because “One is Silver, the Other is Gold”.


• {So it’s no surprise that a half century later, >> my childhood best friend Cheri remains one of my dearest ‘gold’ friends.}

• I believe that just as we form friendships with people that we admire and trust; 

■We have a similar tendency to bond with the tools and techniques that we trust; they have served us well, so when faced with a new challenge, we turn first to 

our trusted favorites. 

• They’ve earned their position as a priority choice. 

• We know them well, 

• we understand them, 

• and we have confidence in their abilities.


• But sometimes, in order to choose the most appropriate approach, we need to check our bias and rethink our options.

• So enough with introductions and philosophy, it’s time for our story …
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Chapters
Making a New Friend: Virtual List vs. JSON

1. My good friend Virtual List
2. Case Study
3. My new friend JSON
4. Why Virtual List failed
5. Replacing Virtual List with JSON
6. Appendix

The Magician
Choosing the right tool for the job
A Superhero; evolving our mindset and toolset
Letting go of a good friend
Re-architecting for a better long-term solution
More JSON and Virtual List

1. For those who may be unfamiliar, in Chapter One I will first introduce you to the Virtual List. What it is, how it works, and why he’s been such a good friend (to me and 
countless other developers).


2. Next I will share in Chapter Two why Virtual List was a great choice and how we implemented it to support a particularly unique and challenging set of requirements.

3. I will introduce you to my new friend, JSON in Chapter Three; sharing how JSON allows us to redefine the structure and organization of our data, talk natively to APIs, 

and so much more.

4. In Chapter Four I will share with you how the passage of time revealed a flaw in our Virtual List solution and why we chose to replace it with JSON.

5. Chapter Five concludes our story with under-the-hood details of the effort involved to re-engineer the solution using JSON, and of course, the successful results.

6. Supplementing the story is an Appendix with additional examples showcasing JSON’s versatility, and examples of how Virtual List remains a good friend and continues 

to support us.
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Chapter One
Introducing My Good Friend: Virtual List
The Magician

Chapter One: 

Introducing My Good Friend: Virtual List, The Magician
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■What is it?
■ How does it work?
■Why do I use it?

Introducing My Good Friend: Virtual List
Magician

I like to think of the Virtual List as a classic magician; often transforming complex, even unrelated data sets with flexibility and ease.

■ Best known for its flexibility and usefulness with reporting,  

Virtual List is a technique introduced by Bruce Robertson, circa 2009,  
whereby the power of Variables is employed to overcome a variety of traditional obstacles.


■ For those who are unfamiliar with the technique, I will explain the concept, and share some options and tips.

■ I will also share examples illustrating the versatility and functionality that has proven this magician time and again to be a trustworthy and dependable friend.
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Set Variable [ $$VarA; List 
( Colors::Name ) ] 

 
Red 

White 
Blue 

VirtualList::data = 
GetValue ( $$VarA; Get 

( RecordNumber ) )

(super-simple recap)
How Virtual Lists Work

1. Values are set into 
Variables

2. Virtual List records = rows

3. Unstored calcs pull their 
values from the Variables

At its core, the Virtual List technique uses three simple components:

1. First, you will set the values you intend to use into VARIABLES.  

The values themselves can come from virtually anywhere — hence the “Virtual”. 
In this example, I’m using FileMaker’s List ( ) function to set my variable with a list of colors: Red, White, and Blue.


2. A Virtual List table — of otherwise blank records — will serve as the context for your report, with each record representing a specific row.  

3. Then using Get ( RecordNumber ) to determine position, unstored calculation fields in the VirtualList table simply pull the correct variable value belonging to their 

respective row of the report.
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Options
Virtual List Variables

■ Return-delimited variables
GetValue ($$varA; Get ( RecordNumber ))

■ Variable repetitions
$$varB [Get ( RecordNumber)]

$$VarB[1] = Red

$$VarB[2] = White

$$VarB[3] = Blue

Record 1

Record 2

Record 3

RepetitionsReturn-delimited

$$VarA =

Red
White
Blue

Record 1

Record 2

Record 3

■ >> In the example from our super-simple recap, we gathered multiple values into a return-delimited list, from which our unstored calcs can pull their value using 
GetValue ( ). 


• Record 1 looks for and returns the first value from our variable, Red;  
Record 2 returns the second value, and so on.


• This model works well for most scenarios, but not all.

■ An alternate model can also be used, capturing each row’s value into its own variable repetition.


• This is essentially the same in that each row will pull the correct value based on the VirtualList’s record number.

• The difference is that the repetition model won’t break if the value for a specific row is missing or includes returns.
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“[$rep] is faster than a return-delimited list.”
-Jeremy Bante

The repetition model is also more performant; something you’ll want to keep in mind when using Virtual List to generate long reports.
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■ Supports Mixed-Context Results
■ No Impact on Data Schema
■ Easy to Re-Purpose
■ Delivers Functionality
■ Able to Accommodate Unique 

Requirements  

Why Is Virtual 
A Good Friend?
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I’ve turned to my friend the Virtual List on many occasions.

■ Variables are at the heart of the Virtual List, and because I’m in control of defining the variables, 


• I’m able to pivot values, or 

• combine data from different contexts


■ And I can do this entirely within my scripting.

■ Because the VirtualList calculations are looking at Variables for their values, 


• The same fields and layouts can readily support multiple different reports.

• If you capture a row type as one of your values;  

you can combine this with conditional formatting to produce non-traditional sub-summaries and dividers

■ As a temporary data store, the Virtual List model provides other functional options as well:


• I’ve used it for data transfer, and 

• I’ve used related models to deliver dynamic portal sorting and 

• schema-independent dynamic value lists.


■ The Virtual List’s proven ability to accommodate unique requirements has certainly earned my confidence.
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A Few Virtual List Tips

■ Use Variable Repetitions for larger data sets
■ $$Global Variables allow for more complex data gathering than $Local Variables
■Don’t forget to clear your global variables after use

■ Virtual records are easily sorted, summarized, exported, and imported; they can 
also be queried
■Use a stored serial number vs. Get ( RecordNumber ) for additional versatility

■ Virtual List calcs can be modified further to meet special requirements
■ Variables can hold binary data (e.g., images)
■ Virtual List fields can be named generically or dynamically

Here are a Few Tips to keep in mind or get you thinking… 

■ First, remember to choose the right tool for each implementation

■ It is possible to use local variables, but it’s a rare Virtual List occasion that warrants using local over global variables;


• If you don’t clear your global variables when you’re finished, you run the risk of overlapping values from one run to the next;

■ You might be surprised to learn that although your Virtual List results are unstored, they can be treated pretty much like any other field.


• That said, if you want to provide interactive reports with sort options, your calcs cannot be dependent on Get ( RecordNumber ). Referencing a stored serial number instead will allow you to sort 
without issue.


■ You can alter your Virtual List calcs as needed to meet more unique requirements. 

• Our Case Study in Chapter Two, for example, employed repeating Virtual List fields.


■ Images can be set into variables for use by any unstored calc, including Virtual List fields; just keep in mind that return-delimited values won’t work with binary data.

■ Last but not least, a word about field names.


• Unlike other tables where you would expect descriptive field names, such as nameFirst and nameLast, Virtual List fields tend to be named with more flexibility 
in mind.  


• Now I’m all for repurposing existing objects — but over time I’ve found that the vagueness of generically named fields (like Text01 and Text02) creates 
unnecessary confusion. 


• Since overhead is minimal for the unstored calcs in your Virtual List table, I often prefer to use report-specific fields 

• and I find them even easier to work with when a field name matches the variable it uses. 


• I’ve included an example of this for you in the Appendix and demo file.
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Chapter Two
Case Study: ISS State Billing & Virtual List
Choosing the Right Tool For the Job

Chapter Two: 

Our case study will share why Virtual List was the right choice for a particularly unique and challenging set of requirements.
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Independent Support Services, Inc. (ISS) facilitates 
and delivers Self-Directed and individualized 
supports to over 1,700 people with developmental 
disabilities in the state of New York.

The Client: ISS

■ Our client, Independent Support Services (or ISS), is a leading Fiscal Intermediary, non-profit agency in New York. They provide administrative support to the 
developmentally disabled population who are Self-Directing. 


■ For a person with a developmental disability, self-direction means being able to have real control over their life.



• Our story begins with Casey, a woeful billing clerk who dreaded preparing the monthly State Billing documents that were required in order for ISS to be reimbursed for 
the hundreds of thousands of dollars they’d paid out on behalf of their program participants for state-covered expenditures. 


• Thanks to the unique requirements for State Billing claims, you could find poor Casey chained to her desk each month with a typewriter, adding machine, and an ever-
growing stack of paper; until each of hundreds of individual rows had been filled out and the pages could finally be placed into their manilla envelope for mailing.
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The Backstory
ISS: State Billing

■ Over 1,700 Participants
■ Individualized SD Budgets
■ ISS Pays covered expenses
■ Reimbursements
■ Medicaid
■ State (OPWDD)

Before I go any further, let me first provide some context.


■ The individuals served by ISS are “Participants” who have chosen the path of Self-Directed Services rather than accepting an available slot in a traditional, congregate 
program, where opportunities to explore their interests and be part of their communities may be limited.


■ Self-Direction Budgets are specific to the needs of each Participant, and 

• Each Budget consists of multiple Budget Lines — each with their own approved amount


■ As the Fiscal Intermediary, ISS is responsible for managing each Participant’s Budget, 

• which includes paying for expenses that are covered by their Budgets. 


■ For the funds that they’ve paid out on behalf of Participants, ISS submits claims for reimbursement …

• >> Some Budget Lines are covered by Medicaid; and ISS submits claims electronically for these.

• >> The remaining Budget Lines are reimbursed by the Office For Persons With Developmental Disabilities, OPWDD
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Claims Must Comply with:
Government-Mandated 
Structure

So why was this such a laborious task, and why in this day and age was Casey reduced to using a typewriter and adding machine? Well …


■ Submitting a reimbursement claim to the OPWDD required using a form whose last revision was June of 1994.

• Of course claims that don’t comply with the forms’ requirements, simply  will not be paid.

• So what was it about the requirements that made this such an arduous and manual task?  

Let’s take a look … >>
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Government-Mandated Structure
Why Virtual?

■ Cover Page
■ Month-specific summaries 

plus Total 
■ Detail Pages
■ Need to Manipulate the Data
■ 9-row limit
■ Page-level totals
■ Month-specific constraint

■ >> Each Submission to the State requires a Cover Page; and because it’s possible for a submission to include claims from different months,

■ >> The total for each included month must be listed on the Cover Page, along with the grand total, of course

• If you’re thinking this doesn’t look so challenging, and that we could have generated this page with a traditional Sub-Summary report, you’re absolutely right. 

The Devil was in the detail —

■ The Detail Pages that is …


■ First off, the form specifies only five permissible Service Indicator Codes, and not all of these correlate directly to Participant Budgets, which can include up to 
seven State-reimbursable BillTypes. Meaning that claim amounts for the BillTypes of Housing Subsidy, Family Reimbursed Respite, and OTPS would have to 
be merged into a single BSSD-coded row.


■Our next challenge was the form’s physical limitation of just nine rows per page. Would this have been possible with a traditional report? Sure. Would it have 
been simple? No.


■Each Detail Page was also required to have its own individual total. Could this have been accomplished with a traditional report? Not easily.

■And finally the requirement that all the rows of a Detail Page must belong to the same month. If ISS were to submit claims for both September and October, 

but the September claims end on Row 7 — like our example — rows 8 and 9 must remain blank, with October’s claim rows beginning on the next page.

• Easy peasy, right? Wrong!  
• If ever there was a time to call on my friend the Virtual List, this was it.
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billAmount

530
1390
1340
3000

$$billAmount[1] = 530
$$billAmount[2] = 1390
$$billAmount[3] = 1340
$$billAmount[4] = 3000

6260 Sum (billAmount) = 62606260

_monthSums

171,390

SUM (…) 171,390

Designing with Virtual List
Under The Hood

■ Detail Pages ■ Cover Page

ExecuteSQL (…)

■ To explain our model for the Detail Pages, I’ll use the billAmount column as my example

• Perhaps the most notable detail about this implementation of Virtual List was our use of repeating fields


• This ensured absolute conformity to the physical parameters of each form,

■ Each field repetition pulled from the applicable repetition of our global variable

■With each Virtual List record representing a specific Page of the report, 


• the Page-level totals for the Units and Amount columns were obtained with simple calculations summing the repeating field.

■ On the Cover Page, we also used repeating fields, here for the month-specific values


• Again, this provided a level of control that record-based rows could not

■ The calc behind our Monthly Sums column, actually used ExecuteSQL to return a Sum of the page-level totals for each month represented among our Virtual List 

records. The values being summed were themselves unstored, and being pulled from variables, so you might expect this to have been slow, but I can assure you it was 
not.


■ Our Grand Total was a simple Summary of our Detail Page totals

■ Here is the actual Detail Page layout, and

■ Here is the actual Cover Page layout


• They look pretty darn simple now, don’t they?


Now that you’ve seen how our report displayed the data, let’s take a look at how the data was gathered …
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How Virtual List Met the Need
Under The Hood

■ Scripting looped through Claims
■ Assigned rows
■ Converted Codes
■ Set the row-specific  

variables

■ >>After locating and sorting the desired Found Set of claims, our Build script looped through each record;

• Where a series of type-specific tests were performed to determine the correct codes, and to combine types that needed to be merged.


■Within the loop, rows were assigned by incrementing the $r variable

• And if you’re wondering how this worked given our destination of repeating fields, I’ll get to that one in just a moment 

■ The applicable Service Indicator Code was then set, 

■ Along with the remaining row-specific values
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Virtual List Calcs
Under The Hood

(1 x 9) – 9 + •Rep
9 – 9 = 0

0 + [1…9] = 1…9

(2 x 9) – 9 + •Rep
18 – 9 = 9

9 + [1…9] = 10…19

Because data was stored in variable repetitions, of which there were hundreds, the individual field repetitions needed to calculate the correct source for each row of their 
record’s specific report page.

Rows 1 thru 9 were simple, of course, but from which variable reps would the same rows on page 2 or page 12 be pulled? Let’s break it down…

■With each Virtual List record representing a specific Detail Page, the Let statement determined which rep to use by first determining on which increment of 9 the 

preceding page ended

■ To this value it then simply added its own repetition number

■ The repetitions belonging on page 1, pulled from Variable[reps] 1…9, while

■ The repetitions belonging on page 2 pulled from Variable[reps] 10…19 and so on

■ Page-specific details including sums were calculated separately



Our story ends with Casey, our now cheerful billing clerk able to generate the monthly State Billing with ease.

No typewriter or adding machine required.
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Take a Bow My Friend!
Virtual (and Literal) Success

Having achieved success — both Virtual and Literal — >> I was, once again, quite pleased with my friend the Virtual List.
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Chapter Three
Introducing My New Friend: JSON
A Superhero; evolving our mindset and toolset

Chapter Three:

Introducing My New Friend — JSON, A Superhero
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■What is it?
■ How does it work?
■Why do I use it?
■ Flexible
■ Storable
■ Talks to APIs
■ Performant

Introducing My New Friend: JSON
Our Superhero

✦ JSONDeleteElement
✦ JSONFormatElements
✦ JSONGetElement
✦ JSONListKeys
✦ JSONListValues
✦ JSONSetElement

Custom Functions:
JSON2XML
JSONArrayEval
JSONArrayToList
JSONError
JSONGetList
JSONGetPathValues
JSONListAllPaths
JSONMaxList
JSONPortalCell
JSONPortalRow
JSONQuery
JSONSetList
JSONSumList
JSONtoSQLValues
ListToJSONArray

Invoices

BudgetLines Payees

Payment Lines

Timesheets

PaymentsLinesTime Entries

JSON

Invoices

BudgetLines Payees

Payment Lines

Timesheets

PaymentsLinesTime Entries

■ JSON — which stands for JavaScript Object Notation — is a lightweight, language-independent, easy to write, human readable format for structuring data, that’s 
quickly becoming the default format for data exchange on the internet.


■ So how does JSON work?

• JSON is essentially an organized string of text, so IT doesn’t actively DO anything.

• The true power of JSON lies entirely in what YOU do with it. How YOU choose to use it.

■ FileMaker provides us with a core toolset of native functions that enable us to parse and modify JSON data from other sources and from our own design.


• But these are simply the starting point. They are building blocks. Because what FileMaker gives us is an incredibly flexible and powerful procedural 
scripting engine, >> custom function mechanism, and other tools; so it’s completely within our power to expand and customize our toolset — using 
those building blocks to do all kinds of magical things with JSON.


■Why I use JSON can best be explained with a recap of what JSON gives us, in the abstract:

■Because you define the structure, it’s infinitely flexible

■As a text string, it’s easily stored and easy to share

■As an easy to parse text string, JSON also gives us the ability to talk natively to most modern APIs. It’s also an excellent messenger to inform and teach your 

own external systems

■ JSON can be very performant — in large part because we are able to eliminate traditional schema

■As an example,	 


• If I were to take months of invoices with lines and payments that might be spread across 3 or 4 or 5 tables, and I need to extract information out of 
those,	 


• Using traditional FileMaker, I might have to retrieve and move to the client hundreds or even thousands of rows; and as we know with FileMaker, 
when we move a row, we move every field in that row.




• With JSON, we can store the parts of that data that we need for whatever this action or report or process is and it can live in literally one record. So I 
only need to move one row to access potentially thousands of data points instead of thousands of rows.
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“[JSON] just keeps giving and giving.”
-Steve Sykora

During a recent interview with Steve Sykora, president of Harmonic Software Production Studios, he summed up my experience with JSON perfectly when he said “it just 
keeps giving and giving.”
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[[{"ModificationTimestamp":"7/31/2018 9:38:15 PM"},{"ModifiedBy":"Daisy Graves"},{"Amount":"22.28"}]]

■ Example: Simple Audit Log

What Is It? And How Does It Work?
My New Friend JSON

[[{"ModificationTimestamp":"7/31/2018 9:38:15 PM"},{"ModifiedBy":"Daisy 
Graves"},{"Amount":"31.15"}],[{"ModificationTimestamp":"8/7/2018 9:11:10 AM"},
{"ModifiedBy":"Robert Sandefur"},{"Date":"8/8/2018"},{"YYMMDD":"20180808"}],
[{"ModificationTimestamp":"8/7/2018 9:12:12 AM"},{"ModifiedBy":"Robert 
Sandefur"},{"Date":"8/7/2018"},{"YYMMDD":"20180807"}],
[{"ModificationTimestamp":"8/7/2018 9:12:56 AM"},{"ModifiedBy":"Robert 
Sandefur"},{"Date":"8/9/2018"}],[{"ModificationTimestamp":"8/7/2018 9:13:16 AM"},
{"ModifiedBy":"Robert Sandefur"},{"Date":"8/10/2018"},{"YYMMDD":"20180810"}]]

[
[

{
"ModificationTimestamp" : "7/31/2018 9:38:15 PM"

},
{

"ModifiedBy" : "Daisy Graves"
},
{

"Amount" : "22.28"
}

]
]

[[{"ModificationTimestamp":"7/31/2018 9:38:15 PM"},{"ModifiedBy":"Daisy Graves"},{"Amount":"22.28"}]]

[
[

{
"ModificationTimestamp" : "7/31/2018 9:38:15 PM"

},
{

"ModifiedBy" : "Daisy Graves"
},
{

"Amount" : "31.15"
}

],
[

{
"ModificationTimestamp" : "8/7/2018 9:11:10 AM"

},
{

"ModifiedBy" : "Robert Sandefur"
},
{

"Date" : "8/8/2018"
},
{

"YYMMDD" : "20180808"
}

],
[

{
"ModificationTimestamp" : "8/7/2018 9:12:12 AM"

},
{

"ModifiedBy" : "Robert Sandefur"
},
{

"Date" : "8/7/2018"
},
{

"YYMMDD" : "20180807"
}

],
[

{
"ModificationTimestamp" : "8/7/2018 9:12:56 AM"

},
{

"ModifiedBy" : "Robert Sandefur"
},
{

"Date" : "8/9/2018"
}

],
[

{
"ModificationTimestamp" : "8/7/2018 9:13:16 AM"

},
{

"ModifiedBy" : "Robert Sandefur"
},
{

"Date" : "8/10/2018"
},
{

"YYMMDD" : "20180810"
}

]
]

This simple audit log illustrates some basic JSON formatting.

1. This short string of JSON contains the details from a single transaction.


■ In this version of the same string, I’m showing the data labels in grey and the data points in blue so you can identify the details more clearly.

■ Using the FileMaker function JSONFormatElements ( json ) makes our string even easier to read.


2. Our second JSON string contains an accumulation of details from multiple transactions. Clearly, longer and more complex text strings are not as easy to read at a 
glance.


■When formatted, it’s easier to see that our JSON string contains the detail from five separate transactions.

■ Notice, however, that not every entry includes the same data points.  

This is important as it illustrates JSON’s flexibility.
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Example: Status Audit Log
My New Friend JSON

{
"Edit" : 
{

"2020-04-20 18:07:34 (4/20 6:07 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "web",
"Layout" : "_php_EntryExpenses",
"Level" : "0",
"Status" : "New",
"User" : "web",
"Window" : "ISS_Docs_Exp"

},
"2020-04-20 18:10:13 (4/20 6:10 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "jjohnson",
"Layout" : "EntryExpenses_BLANK",
"Level" : "2",
"Script" : "Populate Expense Entry from 

JSON",
"Status" : "Data Entry",
"User" : "jjohnson",
"Window" : "Update Exp"

},
"2020-04-20 18:19:12 (4/20 6:19 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "jjohnson",
"Layout" : "Card Expense Memo",
"Level" : "-2",
"Param" : "save",
"Script" : "Test for New Memo",
"Status" : "Hold",
"User" : "jjohnson",
"Window" : "Expense Memo"

},

"2020-05-22 14:06:26 (5/22 2:06 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "jjohnson",
"Layout" : "Card Expense Memo",
"Level" : "2",
"Param" : "clear",
"Script" : "Test for New Memo",
"Status" : "Data Entry",
"User" : "jjohnson",
"Window" : "Expense Memo"

},
"2020-05-22 14:30:42 (5/22 2:30 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "jjohnson",
"Layout" : "Detail Reimbursement",
"Level" : "3",
"Param" : "Select Batch¶3373",
"Script" : "Payable Batch [Controls]",
"Status" : "Validating",
"User" : "jjohnson",
"Window" : "Detail"

},
"2020-05-22 14:35:05 (5/22 2:35 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "server",
"Layout" : "EntryExpenses_BLANK",
"Level" : "3",
"Script" : "Validation Prep",
"Status" : "Validating",
"User" : "Expense Validations",
"Window" : "ISS_Docs_Exp"

},

"2020-05-22 14:35:07 (5/22 2:35 PM)" : 
{

"Account" : "server",
"Layout" : "Validations",
"Level" : "-1",
"Script" : "Validation Prep",
"Status" : "Error",
"User" : "Expense Validations",
"Window" : "ISS_Docs_Exp"

}
}

}

Let ([ 
// Set address nodes

!edit = "Edit.";
!time = FormatTimestamp ( "[YYYY]-[MM]-[DD] [HH]:[mm]:[ss] ([M]/[D] [h]:[mm] [AM])"; Get ( CurrentHostTimestamp ) );

// Custom Function returns an alpha sortable, and human readable timestamp
// e.g., 2020-04-20 18!07!34 (4/20 6!07 PM)

// Get existing JSON; clear if invalid
!json = Substitute ( _entryStatusAudit; """; "" );

// Add new data to #json
!name = ".Status";

#json = JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; Quote ( EntryExpenses::_entryStatus ); "" );
// #edit & #time & #name = “Edit.2020-04-20 18!07!34 (4/20 6!07 PM).Status” : 

#name = ".Level"; 
#json = JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; Quote ( EntryExpenses::_entryStatusLevel ); "" );

#name = ".Account"; 
#json = JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; Quote ( Get ( AccountName ) ); "" );

#name = ".User";
#json = JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; Quote ( Get ( UserName ) ); "" );

#name = ".Layout";
#json = JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; Quote ( Get ( LayoutName ) ); "" );

#name = ".Window";
#json = JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; Quote ( Get ( WindowName ) ); "" );

#name = ".Script"; 
#json = Case ( isEmpty ( Get ( ScriptName ) ); #json;

JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; "" & Quote ( Get ( ScriptName ) ); "" )
);

#name = ".Param"; 
#json = Case ( istEmpty ( Get ( ScriptParameter ) ); #json;

JSONSetElement ( #json ; #edit & #time & #name; "" & Quote ( Get ( ScriptParameter ) ); "" ); 
)

];

Evaluate ( "!json"; [ EntryExpenses::_entryStatusLevel; EntryExpenses::_c ] )
)

To further illustrate the flexibility and value of JSON, I’m sharing an actual audit log that we use to track status changes in an Expense table. From receipt to payment, 
multiple users might interact with an Expense, and when something isn’t as expected, the client wants to know why (as in who did what when).

1. In our first Edit node we can clearly see that this record was added via the web (status: New)

2. And that it was then processed by jjohnson (status: Data Entry)

3. Who placed it on hold just a few minutes later (status: Hold)

4. Over a month later, the same user cleared the hold (status: Data Entry), and

5. Added it to a Batch for payment (status: Validating), then

6. It was picked up just a few seconds later by the server-side Validation script 

(notice that the Script Schedule’s name, “Expense Validations”, is returned as the User). The Validation script

7. Found an error and returned it for further review (Status: Error)


The status progression is easy to follow and the relevant details are readily discernible.


■Let’s take a look now at how this audit log was built

■The field containing the JSON-based audit log is a text field with an auto-enter calc set to always evaluate

■The calc uses a Let ( ) statement to define what details to include in the JSON, and the Evaluate ( ) function to trigger an update when either of two designated 

fields is modified (including if one of the fields is cleared, which is why I prefer using Evaluate rather than including these fields as triggers in my Let ( ) 
statement)


■Within the Let, I’ve first defined an address for the node that will hold the new entry. For readability and an easy to follow sequence, I use a modified 
Timestamp, then




■For each data point I’ve specified both the label and data values

■There’s no need to include empty placeholders for data points that don’t exist, so the Script and Parameter objects are populated only when applicable


I was pretty excited by the success of my status audit log, and the ability to easily define highly customized variations for use elsewhere, but the possibilities with JSON 
far exceed what you’re likely to find in an audit trail.

There is much that can be done using JSON, and now that you’ve seen some examples of basic JSON structure, I want to show you where we at Harmonic have found 
JSON to be the most valuable.
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My New Friend JSON
{

"Accounts" : 
{

"jjohnson" :
{

"2020-04-20 18:10:13 (4/20 6:10 PM)" :
{

"Script" : "Populate Expense Entry from JSON",
"Status" : "Data Entry",

},
"2020-05-22 14:30:42 (5/22 2:30 PM)" :
{

"Script" : "Payable Batch [Controls] | Select Batch¶3373",
"Status" : "Validating",

}
},
"server" : 
{

"2020-05-22 14:35:05 (5/22 2:35 PM)" :
{

"Script" : "Validation Prep",
"Status" : "Validating",
"User" : "Expense Validations",

},
"2020-05-22 14:35:07 (5/22 2:35 PM)" :
{

"Script" : "Validation Prep",
"Status" : "Error",
"User" : "Expense Validations",

}
},
"web" :
{

"2020-04-20 18:07:34 (4/20 6:07 PM)" :
{

"Status" : "New",
}

}
}

}

{
"BUDGET" : "Medicaid Funds|Brokerage",
"DATE" : "4/5/2016",
"DOCS" : 
{

"465495" : 
{

"public" : "1"
}

},
"EXPENSES" : 
{

"117564" : 
{

"CHECK" : "84651",
"PAID" : "6/6/2016",
"PAYEE" : "Oasis",
"PAYEEID" : "9398",
"RECEIVED" : "5/18/2016",
"TOTAL" : "40"

}
},
"LINES" : 
{

"1189077" : 
{

"AMT" : "30",
"DATE" : "4/5/2016",
"END" : "1:55 PM",
"EXPENSE" : "117564",
"HRS" : ".75",
"PRICE" : "40",
"START" : "1:10 PM"

},
"1189078" : 
{

"AMT" : "10",
"DATE" : "4/5/2016",
"END" : "5:30 PM",
"EXPENSE" : "117564",
"HRS" : ".25",
"PRICE" : "40",
"START" : "5:15 PM"

}
},
"UUID" : "1678|0|5|0"

}

Beyond the Basic Audit

■ Multiple Data Sources
■ Organized as Defined
■ Redefining Data Structure
■ Pivots
■ Quicker Access
■ Context Constraints

There is much that can be done using JSON, and now that you’ve seen some basic examples of JSON-structured data, I want to show you where we at Harmonic have 
found JSON to be the most valuable.


■My audit log examples populated local fields with locally available data values. 

■However, much like the Virtual List, JSON can contain data from multiple sources. 

• It contains whatever you’ve defined it to contain, and more importantly, 


■ It will organize the data as you’ve defined it — irrespective of the original source

■ I could have, for example, chosen to organize my audit log, not by timestamp, but by account.

■You might also notice that in this abbreviated history, I’ve chosen to only collect the User when it differs from the Account


■ Being able to organize allows you to not only combine data points from multiple contexts (something you can also achieve with Virtual List), it allows you to effectively 
redefine the data structure — without modifying your schema.


• We saw how the status audit log grouped data based on a timestamp — which makes perfect sense when what you’re collecting is a history of events — but how else 
and why else might we want to reorganize data that is otherwise well normalized?


■Simple, and temporary-use examples like pivoting data for a report, can often be readily achieved using a Virtual List, but what if we need to permanently pivot 
our data — for reference by a web viewer or a custom web page for example?


■Perhaps we want to move certain data points closer for quicker local reference, or

■We may need to access a combined set of values for which context is an issue


I know this all sounds pretty abstract, so let’s look into a scenario where using JSON to redefine our data structure not only makes sense, but illustrates the considerable 
power of JSON.
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“Any time we can create one truth then drive multiple 
processes off of that one truth, you are better off…”

-Steve Sykora

“Any time we can create one truth and then drive multiple processes off of that one truth, you are better off than having multiple truths; which is what ends up happening 
in evolved and mature systems.”
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Redefining Data Structure — Without Schema
My New Friend JSON

JAN FEB MAR
4/mo.

2/mo.

3 bananas

4/mo.

5 apples 3 apples
2 pears

3/mo.

To explain the one truth, consider the following example:

■ Johnny is given a specific grocery budget that allows him to buy four bananas each month,


■Beginning in January

• But Johnny only buys three, because it turns out he doesn’t really like bananas


■ Johnny’s budget is changed, so that beginning with February, he can buy four apples instead

■ but no more bananas


■When Johnny went shopping in February, he bought five apples instead of four.  
It turns out that Johnny loves apples more than anything — who’d have thought? 
Johnny cleqrly needed more than four pieces of fruit, but too much of the same thing gets dull, so


■ His budget was updated again; this time adding two pears, and taking away one apple; this would go into effect in March

■He still has no bananas in his budget, and though he can now buy pears, they weren’t on his budget before March


■ In March, Johnny buys three apples and two pears; he’s finally on budget.
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Redefining Data Structure — Without Schema
My New Friend JSON

Fruit Budgets

FruitPeople

Fruit Budgets

FruitPeople

Invoice

1/13

2/5

2/15

3/6

3/20

4/1

1/1 1/31

2/1 2/28

3/1 …

3/1 …

{
"JANUARY" : 
{

"Bananas" : 
{

"Budget" : "4",
"Spent" : "3",
"Balance" : "1",

}
},
"FEBRUARY" : 
{

"Apples" : 
{

"Budget" : "4",
"Spent" : "4",
"Balance" : "0",

}
},
"MARCH" : 
{

"Apples" : 
{

"Budget" : "3",
"Spent" : "3",
"Balance" : "0",

},
"Pears" : 
{

"Budget" : "2",
"Spent" : "2",
"Balance" : "0",

}
}

}

This graph represents the tables we’ll need for Johnny’s budget: 

• People (because Johnny is one of many people with their own budgets)

• Fruit, and

• Fruit Budgets


■ Johnny’s Fruit Budgets look something like this

• 4 bananas in January

• 4 apples in February, and so on


■ But we’re going to receive Invoices from the produce stand, so we’ll also need an Invoice table; now we’re ready

■We receive our first invoice, for three bananas purchased on January 13th,


• then another for 3 apples bought on February 5th,

• And a third for two apples picked up on February 15th.

• But wait, Johnny has overspent his apple budget.


■We don’t see any problems with the invoices received for Johnny’s March purchases, but

■ Something is wrong with the April invoice — Did Johnny actually by a banana?

How can we tell which invoices are okay to pay, which put Johnny over budget, and which may be invalid? 

■ Johnny’s banana budget remains perfectly valid, but only for transactions in January.

■ It’s also true that Johnny had an apple budget that, for the month of February, would cover up to four.

■ From March onward, Johnny has both a 3-apple and 2-pear budget.


• So what was true for January, is only true for January, and likewise for February, but

• What was true for March will remain true until it is replaced.




■ So how do we reconcile what is and isn’t valid for each of our Invoices, and how do we know if Johnny is over- or under-budget, and for which periods?

• We could augment our simple schema with complex, multi-predicate relationships, perhaps with additional month-specific and/or annual tables for summing 

expenditures; or we could rely on queries, but most of our traditional models for date range-specific requirements perform poorly when scaled.

■ If we opt instead for a JSON solution, we can create one source that contains all truths: January’s truth, February’s truth, and so on.


• With budget values updated as new budgets are added, and values such as Spent and Balance updated transactionally, we maintain one truth, and everything 
we need to know is included.




JSON and I have formed a lasting and valuable friendship.
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Chapter Four
Why Virtual List Failed
Letting Go of A Good Friend

Chapter Four:

Why Virtual List Failed, and I had to let a good friend go



Our story picks up with our billing clerk Casey from Chapter Two, who — for well over two years — blissfully ran her monthly State Billing reports with little more than a 
button click. After reviewing each month’s report, she saved it as a PDF and promptly submitted it for payment, at which point she was done with the State Billing and 
could focus her attentions elsewhere.

	 Those were the good old days … 



… Before the CFO started requesting quarterly and year-over-year comparisons of their monthly State Billing totals. She could handle this initially by manually retrieving 
and comparing totals from the PDFs she’d saved of each submission.

	 Then came requests from ‘Elle’ in Accounting, who sometimes needed to research the contents of a prior submission so she could apply payment discrepancies to 
specific rows, 

	 And every now and then, Casey’s supervisor ‘Kay’ would ask her to reproduce an earlier report with “minor” changes like when it turned out that the original ID 
provided to ISS for a participant was wrong.
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Meeting the immediate requirements
Didn’t meet the long-term needs

So although our Virtual List met all of the original requirements; it didn’t meet the evolving, long-term needs.

To be clear: 


This was not a problem with the Virtual List itself. 

It’s just that there are limitations to what we can solve with a Virtual solution.
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Magic is Temporary
Why Virtual List Failed

■ The temporary nature of Virtual List was proving problematic
■ Prevented accurate reproduction of prior reports
■ Prevented comparisons across multiple reporting periods
■ Contributed to cash flow issues

■ A storable solution was needed 

So what was missing that caused our Virtual List to fail?

Permanence! 
■ You see, Magic is Temporary — which is perfectly okay for some applications, but …


■As additional expenses were paid on behalf of Participants, the amounts needing to be claimed for them would sometimes change. When applicable, 
adjustment amounts were included on the next report; but attempting to re-run an earlier report was problematic, because the Virtual List always returned the 
current value, not the value as it was when originally submitted.


■ The Virtual List could only display one instance of the report at a time.

■ The client’s increasing desire to avoid accuracy issues, or the need to submit adjustments at all, led to them waiting at least 90 days before submitting their 

claims.

■ Saved PDFs allowed Casey to access the originals when necessary, but this was an inelegant workaround.


• To meet all of the arising needs, a non-virtual design was needed.
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Could JSON Meet Both Immediate and Long-Term Needs?
Would JSON Work Better?

■Was JSON flexible enough to meet the original requirements?
Cover Page requirements?
Covert & Merge Bill Types into Service Indicator Codes?
9-row Page limit?
Page-level Sums?
Month-specific pages?

■ Could the JSON results be stored for easy retrieval and comparison?
■Would the preparation be as performant as Virtual List?

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

My new friend JSON has flexibility like Virtual, but …

■Was JSON flexible enough to meet both the Cover Page and Detail Page requirements?


• Month-specific summaries & Grand Total — YES

• Able to Manipulate the Data — Indeed

• 9-row limit — No Problem

• Page-level totals — Definitely

• Month-specific page constraint — Of Course


■ Storable — YES

■ Performant — ABSOLUTELY!
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Farewell Virtual
Hello JSON

The Virtual List and I remain good friends, but I decided to see this challenge through with my new friend, JSON.
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Chapter Five
Replacing Virtual List with JSON
Re-architecting for a better long-term solution

Chapter 5:

Replacing Virtual List with JSON for a better long-term solution
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Every redesign begins with a thought process that 
must evaluate an inventory of existing and desired 
functionality in light of the new design elements 
and available toolset.

Cover Page = 
Submission

Detail Pages = 
StatePages

Every redesign begins with a thought process that must evaluate an inventory of existing and desired functionality with the new design elements and available toolsets in 
mind. — I knew I could easily gather and store the data that was previously in variables, but how, specifically, would I organize it for long-term storage while still meeting 
the original requirements? And were there any additional improvements I should consider while I was at it?

■My thought process began at the end, thinking first about the end results on the Cover and Detail Pages

■ The first table we needed seemed obvious to me since a Cover Page summarizes the entire Submission; and just as each record in our Virtual List table represented a 

separate Page, a StatePages table would hold our page-specific data

■ Each row is essentially a join between the Submission and a specific claim, so a ClaimSubmission table seemed appropriate

■ Records in this table would need to be created before the Page records, because we wouldn’t know how many pages were needed until we knew how many rows we 

were working with, across how many different months; for a variety of reasons I also decided that the merging of BillTypes should occur in the claim creation workflow 
that precedes building the report


■ Rather than leaving the task of positioning to unstored calcs in repetitions across dozens or hundreds of pages, I would instead pre-define explicit Page & Row values 
for each claim


■ I would store the entire contents of a Submission as JSON in the Submission record

■ I would then build the individual Page records, where I would store all rows in a local, page-specific JSON field.

■ Then, from the context of the Submission, I would capture and store the monthly sums in their own JSON.
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Re-Engineering Conclusions
Replacing Virtual List with JSON

■Schema Additions  
(Data Modeling re-think)
■Workflow 
■Scripting
■Layouts

I concluded that transitioning from Virtual to JSON would require

■ Schema additions to accommodate the stored objects,

■ An updated Workflow ,

■ New Scripting, for the report itself, and 

■ A few Layout changes
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Schema Additions
Re-Engineering for JSON

StatePages

Submissions ClaimSubmissions ClaimsCover
Page

Detail
Pages

New Tables

Three new tables were added to support our JSON-based State Billing: 

Submissions, ClaimSubmissions, and StatePages
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The existing Virtual List workflow included four user-initiated steps

1. The first step found all of the participants with State-eligible costs; when this finished

2. Casey would verify the preliminary results using a traditional report, then

3. She would run a separate report of just the housing subsidies for accounting to verify, and from her found set of Participants,

4. She would then select [Build State Form] which built the Virtual List and generated the State Billing report in a matter of seconds


It was decided that with stored, JSON-based results, the prelim and housing reports were redundant, so other than initiating the process, no additional user interaction 
was necessary; the entire sequence could be run server-side.


The server-side workflow to prepare our Submission, would go like this …

1. An existing sub-script would run, building new State Claims for any outstanding Costs during the requested period;  

from these results, Claims for certain BillTypes would be merged and converted to BSSD; 

2. We would then Loop through the resulting Claims to build our JSON and create the ClaimSubmission row records,

3. Update the Submission record with the JSON we’d built, along with a page count and monthly sums,

4. Then add the Page records, which would pull their own JSON directly from the Submission


No longer working from a found set of Participants and a popover located in the lower-right corner of a dense, multi-purpose layout,

■ Casey was given a dedicated workspace.


• To generate the monthly State Billing she would create a new Submission record,

• Enter the beginning and ending months for her report, then




• Click [ Setup ] to kick it off.

■With the auto-complete option selected by default, each sub-process would run in sequence, and


• The completion of each step would be updated directly in the Submission record, so Casey could easily check on the progress (she could also close and re-
open the State Billing window at any time).


• If Auto-Complete is turned off, each step is selected directly, and runs locally; and 

• Tooltips attached to each step show start times and duration. 


■When processing was complete, Casey could then open the report.

• And because the report is stored in its own record, and opens in its own window, Casey could easily have multiple reports open simultaneously.
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Scripting
Re-Engineering for JSON

These are the core steps in our Gather Claims script. 

This segment defines the positioning of each Claim, and 

builds both the JSON for the entire Submission and for each individual Claim row:

1. After having created records for the Claims that are being submitted, we sort our resulting FoundSet of ClaimSubmission records as they are expected to appear on 

the report, then we start a loop.

2. For each record, we’ll determine the Page and Row where this Claim will appear on the report, and we update our $json variable to include this Claim’s detail; after 

which we’ll 

3. Set the Page, Row, and Claim-specific JSON into the ClaimSubmission record itself.

4. After the loop is complete, we’ll update the parent Submission record, setting both the page count and JSON.

So how are we defining the Pages, Rows, and JSON within that Set Variable on step 49? >>
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Scripting Calcs Build all JSON; Also Defines Pages & Rows
Re-Engineering for JSON

Define
Claim-Specific DataPoints

Add to $json
(for Submission)

Define JSON Addresses
Page-, Row-, & DataPoint-Specific

Define & Increment Major Parameters
Month, Row, & Page

1. The first segment of our Let statement defines and increments the major parameters of Month, Row, and Page; this enforces the form rules of no more than 9 rows per 
page, all belonging to the same month.


2. The next segment defines the JSON addresses (or nodes) where the details belonging to this specific record will be stored.

3. The last segment of our Let statement defines the data points being captured for this record.

4. Our result updates the $json that will be stored with the Submission; using the addresses and data defined in our Let ( ).

5. When we set the claim-specific JSON into our current ClaimSubmission record, we simply re-use the variables that were defined within our JSON-building calc.
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Layouts: Replaced Repeating Fields with Button Bars
Re-Engineering for JSON

Cover Page Context: Submission
Source Field: JSONmonths

Detail Pages Context: StatePages
Source Field: JSON

On our Layouts …

■Our Virtual List repeating fields were replaced by button bars (a feature that wasn’t available when the Virtual List version of this was first built).


• The Context of our Cover Page is the Submission record, and the button bars allow for up to 15 months per cover page.

• The Cover Page buttons calculate their values by evaluating a JSONmonths field in the Submission record.


■The Context for our Detail Page is the StatePages table, where each of five, nine-button bars pulls it’s value directly from the local JSON field.
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Layouts: Button Bar Calcs
Re-Engineering for JSON

Row Amount

Grand Total

Monthly Description

Monthly Amount

Row PAX Name

Cover 

Detail 

These are calculations used by our button bars

■ On the Cover Page


• The Monthly Description uses the native JSONListKeys function in combination with a custom date formatting function

■ The Monthly Amount uses a JSON-related custom function to retrieve the month values, and a formatting custom function for display

■ The Grand Total button returns the last value from JSONMonths


■ On our Detail Page

• The Row-specific Participant Name button pulls from the local, StatePages::JSON field

■ The Row-specific Amount button returns the row’s unit value, multiplied by the State’s fixed $10 unit rate
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Results: Submission Record (1)
Re-Engineering for JSON

ID

Page 
Count

Pages
Months

Rows

This is Submission record 1044, for August 2019.

It has a total page count of 165, and

■ For reference, here is an example of the JSONmonths field from a Submission with multiple months. 

If we look more closely at the formatted JSON,

■We can see that the data is organized by Page, Month, and Row
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Results: StatePages (165 page records)
Re-Engineering for JSON

JSON

Month

Rows

This is the first of 165 StatePages records belonging to Submission 1044.

If we look more closely at the formatted JSON, we can see that it contains only nine rows, 

■We can also see that the data is organized by Month and Row; if it looks familiar, that’s because 

■ This is pulled directly from the Submission’s JSON

■ All rows on a page belong to the same month, and our StatePage record gets its month from the JSON
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Results: Claim Submissions (1,480 claim/row records)
Re-Engineering for JSON

This is one of 1,480 ClaimSubmission records belonging to Submission 1044.

This particular record is the join to Claim 2096100, and it can be found on Row 2 of Page 5.
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JSON-Based Results
■ Cover Page
■ Detail Pages
■ Reproducible
■ Always Accurate

Note: Sensitive data has been de-identified here and elsewhere

■ This is an actual Cover Page

■ And this is an actual Detail Page

■ The entire report can be recalled at any time,

■ And the results will be exactly the same every time because it never needs to be re-built from scratch.
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■ Requirements
■ Opportunity
■ Foundation

Success On Multiple Fronts

Our billing clerk, Casey is happy again.

• Able to generate the State Billing with minimal effort,

• Freed up by the server-side processing that wasn’t feasible for the temporary Virtual List, and 

• Able to easily track the progress of a new Submission,

• No longer concerned by requests from management or other departments since she is now


• Able to update values at a claim-row level on the rare occasion that this is necessary,

• And she has immediate access to historically accurate reports whenever they’re needed — finally —

• She can even open multiple reports simultaneously, so …


• Our billing clerk, Casey is extremely pleased with her new JSON-based State Billing


■ In conclusion, the conversion from a Virtual List model to a stored, JSON-based model 

■Was a worthwhile effort because it delivered on both the original and newer requirements

■ It provided an opportunity for us to re-think the original problem in the light of actual use experience, and it

■ Laid a foundation that will readily support future options.
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Appendix
More JSON and Virtual List
Make new friends, but keep the old

The Appendix 

Make new friends, but keep the old: More Virtual & JSON
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Contents
Appendix

■ More Virtual List Examples

• Dynamically Named Fields

• UI: Virtual Sorts

• UI: Virtual Value Lists
✴ Virtual Billing Report

■ JSON

• Default & Custom Functions

• Parameters

• Audit Logs
✴ JSON Billing Report

1. I have provided a number of Virtual List examples

• Including the dynamically named Virtual List fields and 

• Repeating Virtual Fields as used in our original report


2. I’ve also included a number of JSON examples for you to learn from and play with

• Including, of course, the JSON-based report from my story: Virtual vs. JSON. 


Everything here can be found in the Demo file …
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Download from: har.fm/heather
Demo File: Virtual_v_JSON

■ JSON Report
■ Employee-based JSON Demos
■ Native JSON Functions
■ Dynamic Web Viewer
■ One Truth Budget

■ Custom Functions & More …

Everything I’ve just described can be found in the Demo file

Virtual_v_JSON, which can be downloaded from har.fm/heather (all lower-case).


■ Here, you can build your own JSON-based report

■ There are several examples of varying sizes included for you to try


• The names and other personal information has been replaced with random data, but these are otherwise just like what we built for ISS

■ You’ll also be able to check out how we used button-bars for the final output.

■ In the section titled Employees you’ll find several JSON examples, from the Info display

■ To JSON Function demos, 

■ A dynamically built,

■Web Viewer report, and

■ Even a budget validation and tracking example

■ You’ll find all this and more after you’ve downloaded Virtual_v_JSON 

Before I leave you to play, I’d like to call out some folks, without whom my story would not have been the same…


http://har.fm/heather
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Bruce Robertson 
Virtual List Inventor

Lynette Sykora 
Illustrator

Daisy Graves 
JSON Demos, DevCon 2018

Jeremy Bante 
Virtual Value List & Virtual Sort

Special Thanks To:

Before I go, I’d like to call out some folks, without whom my story would not have been the same:


■ Special Thanks to Bruce Robertson, the original Virtual List Inventor;

■ To my Illustrator, Lynette Sykora, who provided some levity for my predominantly technical tale;

■ To Daisy Graves, who generously allowed me to include much of her JSON work from DevCon 2018 in my demo file, and

■ To Jeremy Bante, who expanded my virtual horizons with his work on Virtual Value Lists & Virtual Sorts.

■ And finally, a very warm thanks to YOU for joining me as I shared my story, Making a New Friend: Virtual vs. JSON




